ARTES Sensus 4/14 Push/Pull, electric guitar 2014

Guitar hardware:

- Wilkinson Alnico pickups, H = WH HBN, S = WVS V60, H =
WHHBB. (H = humbucker, S = Single) - 2 pots and push-pull
controller = Volume and Tone. The CTS DPDT Push-Pull
functions handle the choice of four voice windows and
fourteen voices. - 1 pc. CRL 5-step longitudinal switch, that
selects voice windows and voices.
All electronics is of premium quality, built and tested by
Swedish specialists.

- Wilkinson tuner machines WJ303GD.
- Floyd Rose Tremolo Floating FR with one string locking on neck and fine-tuning on the bridge,
or as a choise FR double string lockers on neck and bridge and fine-tuning on the bridge.
- Alternatively, Wilkinson WVS 50 II K floating Tremolo type ST.

- GraphTech TUSQ 5200-00 Nut, on the guitars with Wilkinson Trem. (We don´t use any ivory in
our production)
Other data:
- Weight 3,800gr. Full balans on the middle of the strap.
- Guitar Body made from old air-dried selected alder.
- Head and neck made from old air-dried selected soft maple. Neck is screwed to the body with a
neckplate containing serial number and model.
- Fingerboard with 24 frets, made from old air-dried selected rosewood. Inlay from MOP, in form
of dots and ARTES logo on the 12-th fret, and Side Position Dot Marks.
- Truss Rod steel, adjustable on head.
- The body color, Aged Cherry Burst. Color on neck and head, Nature. Color on fretboard, dark
Nature.
Setup:
- Setup is performed in Spain by specialists and includes these points:
* Action (String Altitude over the frets is checked and adjusted)
* Radius (Neck and Bridge radius checked and adjusted)
* Pickup height (Height against the strings adjusted and tested)
* Intonation (Band 12 is tuned. Towards amplifier measurement)
* Truss Rod Adjustment (Adjustment of the neck flexion)
* Tuning machine test (Test of tuning screws function and that they are without glitches)
* String locker (Tests that the strings not slide in locked position)
* Playing (Guitarist plays, using premium combo amplifiers, test all the functions for a few hours)
Delivered with:
- Stringed with D´Addario NYXL 10/46
Warranties:
As a private person in EU, you always have a 1 year warranty against manufacturing defects on
new products. You also in EU, legally have an extended warranty up to 3 years according to
certain rules, which you must be able to demonstrate that it really has been the failure of the
product, and not from the handling, among other situations. The guarantee applies only if you
followed Artes instructions on the use of the product. Normal wear, damages, and if you've
changed the electronics and hardware, and which result in changes in the configuration,
interference noise, etc., is not compensated.

ArtesMusicaSuecia
www.artesguitar.com
office@artesguitar.com
e-mail is monitored daily. We respond to this no if we are in place: +34 693700015 (We
speak Scandinavian and English)

